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The Melbourne Group will meet in the rooms of the Insurance

Staff Association, 61 Hardware Street, Melbourne, on Monday 30th
June, at 7.45 p.m.
Mr, H» Pajme will review Susan Blackburn's booklet on
'Maurice Blackburn and the A.L.P. 1934 ~ 1943'. This will be followed
by f-urther diacussiono
Members and friends all welcome.

Supplies of the Blackburn booklet are still available from

Toiri Audley, 9 Sharp Street, Northcote, or myself.

Price ,50 cents

and 5 cents posta'ge.

University Students are working on the following theses •The History of the Waterside Workers Federation in Victoria',
'The Conscription Campaign in Broken Hill',
'Moses Wilson Gray'.

'Opposition to Compulsory Military Training 1910-1914
and the Australian Freedom League',

.

Any material of any kind on these subjects will be welcomed,Reprints of Books,

■World of the Living Death' and 'Jail from Within' -

Vance Marshall. Published by Doug. Howitt and Walter
-Stond ( Miscellaneous Workers Union).

■'Australian Landfall' - Egon Kisch. Reprint by Australia:n Book
Society.
- '
■
.
'The Defectors' by Lena Calphorpes (coming)

'Part of Glory, William Stewart' - by Julian .Stewart, story
of participant in 1890's - Union activity in Queensland,

The Exhibition at the La Trobe Library depicts early history
of Geelong - an inspection is well worthvjhile, ■
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MONTAGUE MILLER.

Montague Miller, Pioneer Australian Reformer, was born at

Clarendon, on the Esk River, Tasmania, 7th July, 1835, and the
aainiversary of his 70th birthday has just been celebrated by Westralian
Laborites, by whom he is held in high esteem.

At a very early age he accompanied his parents to Victoria,
landing at Poi*t Palry (the Modenn Belfast), then a whaling station.
When he was six years of age the exigencies of the Labor

movement led the family to remove to the new settlement at Port Phillip
consisting of the village of Melbourne (not at that date 'Marvellous') ;
on the banks of the Yarra, During the overland journey the future
'i

Socialist had the misfortune to have his right arm broken. The rough ■:
surgery of the teamster, who was an old man—of—wars man, with some
experience of the cock-pit, resulted in a defective setting of the

fracture, which, on arrival at Melbourne, was remedied by the simple

process of re-breaking and re-setting, an experience that permanently
prejudiced the sufferer against the whole of the faculty.
In primitive Melbourne he received the first instalments of the

meagre education then afforded to the children of the workers, and at
ten years of age commenced the battle of life as a child worker under

the ten hour system.

Prom that period until the opening of the goldfields life had
been uneventful, but when, with the spreading fstme of the new Eldorado

population poured in from all parts of the world - including the
adventurous desperado element of Californian fields - the slight

'

Social structure of Victoria (then separated 12 months from the mother
colony) gave way and broke up, and the small trade and commerce then
existing became completely dislocated, and young Miller was drawn in the
common rush to the diggings at Forest Creek,

Here he f ound a place with a party of miners as cook and campkeeper, on a half-share basis.

This association with men of rugged indepen dent nature, and
the social equality that prevailed in the mining community, laid the
foundation of character that in the early future developed into the
love of liberty and reverence for mental freedom that no opposition
could ever alter, repress, or quell.
Thus it is ever true that -

A pebble in the streamlet dropt

^

Has turned the course of many a river,

.

.

A, dewdrop on the baby plant.

Has warped the giant- oak for ever,

,
Reports of fabulous gold finds at Ballarat induced the party to
which the budding reformer was attached to migrate to that field, and

here was passed that period of life in which the elements of character
are deteimiined. The friction and controversy between the miners and
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the authorities had a deep interest for his spirit, and wherever a
group of miners had a "spokesman there he was a listener, and as the
discontent of the miners became deeper; and when the fatal and tragic
developments of Eureka culminated he was "a spectator and a participant,

in the experience that for ever made him (with many others) a fierce '
hater of the coercive element in government,

"

At this time he became a reader of the Free-thought and
Rationarl Lectures of the then rising George Jacob Holyoake and Thomas
Cooper.

A fellow miner giving him Robert Owen's 'Manifesto of the
Civilised World', these became the mental food that set up in him the
literary taste for Social Economics and Industrial Reform,

• Following the gold rushes for some 10 years, he found himself
at the Carnghan Rush on the estate of Phillip Russell, and with other
miners on that field came into conflict with the proprietor on a
point as to the miners' right to permanent use of any part of the
estate. having once been admitted to break the surface, on payment of
a fee.

The Ballarat police arrested some ten ortwelve men, and these
were incarcerated for about five weeks - the point being their right
or otherwise to sink a new shaft without a new permit.

The Miners' Defence League had been formed, funds raised,
barristers, bribed, and the prosecutor was non-suited on. the ground
that he was taking criminal action against tenants who held possession
by virtue of rent paid,
''

-The miners were discharged, and returned to the estate, where,
amid the general ovation, young Miller made his mark as a speaker.

Soon after this he forsook minin^g pursuits, and settled in
Ballarat as a carpenter.

In 1869 he returned to Melbourne, having in the meantime '
married and become the head of a family circle.
He

soon became an advanced advocate of Freethought, and

lectured regularly in the city halls, and became a lecturei* to the
Australasian Secular Association, in which capacity he had many public
debates with such champions as Wllmott Oaky, Hector Ferguson, and • • •
Professor Rentoul,

The depression following the boom period was succeeded by the
maritime strike, and these were hard and bitter times for the workers.
Miller and other Social reformers at once set to work to avert

the starvation of the more distressed, section of t he workers,-.ospecially
in Richmond and South Melbouri3.a,. The Carpenter of Richmond was the

centre of that Relief Movement that spread to every suburb, and laid
every town and district under contribution for food and fuel for the
starving Melbourne m"ultitudes.

'
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expepr-ience-, he took a- farm In Gippsland, and knows
something^ of falling markets and overlapping rents.
West, and became involved in the general -

building strike as one of the strike committee. His Eastern

he^fo^d^bLip??
i

In engagement!
QTiri +■>,

him, and at the conclusion

victim of a boycott to such a degree that he was

Melbourne when a good Samaritan provided

old colleagues in Perth, he took up Reform work again

hip lot
Toi yith it, and propaganda work
existence,
and Dr. with
Zillman
threw ,
nis
was continued
varying

a has passed
adjudged
distinct
towards
Socialism, which
fromwise
the todaytake
of asmall
thingsstep
by the
full

acceptance of the Great Labor Parties of the States and Co4ionwealth.
4.

V®® 'bee" the uphill fight to maintain its red banner float-

? ® caiapalgn public
that has been
the latest labor
In +-J°
the long
of this opinion
old vetenan,
^

Rpfo-^nr, his comection with
Australian
Political,
Industrial
Reform,
the oldSocial,
time struggles
for and
Freedom
on the
recognition on the occasion of the
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Eureka Demonstration Committee, when

c,r,oo^
drag that headed the procession, and afterwards. In his
light on^AuqtJJ^Ti^?^ sr^^®? "^®"^°^®ble Sunday morn that shed a new

burned in words
-

^ historic page, he simply 'breathed thought's that" .

This-old warrior, now entering on his 71st year, looks fairly

it in^?h^ ?nn

?? higher hope for this earthly life than to close

S" idea ofP his exit-from the stageharness
his hnS
back - his
being, ofheReform
says, upon
to take
part in some great Reform demonstration, contribute a burning oration "
mpartlng Pentecostal fire to the great Labor movement - then retire
to rest, and whilst wrapt in dreamless sleep Let the dewdrop of existence slip back.
Back to the eternal shining sea from whence it came.
-

Prom 'Westralian Worker' 18/8/19,05 per courte sy J, Gibbney

( A,N.U. ).

CONNOLLY ASSOCIATION.

Part 2, continued from the last Issue.

ROLE ^OP
ASSOCIATION OP AUSTRALIA EXISTS TO EXPOSE THE
^atS^al
by Rule
force,-thethesixunjust
Ireland.maintaining,,
Under British
Northand
East counties of Ireland are a virtual police state.r Besides tho
presence of British troops and an armed police forca, tiiere is a

•
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special part-time police^ heavily armed and totalling one in every
twelve male adults.,,

They are empowered by a Special Powers Act in

operation since 1922 to;-

ARREST WITHOUT WARRANT.

Imprison without charge or trial and deny recourse to
habeas corpus of law.

Enter and search homes without warrant, and with force,
at any hour of day or night.

(v-

Declare^ a curfew and prohibit meetings, assemblies
(including fairs and markets) and processions.
.Permit punishment by flogging.
Deny claim to trial by juryo

•

Arrest persons it is desired to examine as witnesses,

forcibly detain them and compel them to answer questions,
under penalties, even if answers may incriminate them.
Such a person is guily of an offence if he refuses
to be sworn or answer a question.

Do any act involving interference with the rights of
privgite property.

-

—

Prevent access of relatives or legal advisers to a

____

Prohibit the holding of an inquest after a prisoner's

person imprisoned without trial.
death.

Arrest a person 'who by word of mouth' spreads false
reports or makes false statements,

Prohibit the sale of any newspaper.
Pro,. '.t the possession of any film or gramophone record,

Arrest a^person who does anything calculated to be

prejudicial to the preservation of peace,

or maintenance of order in Northern Ireland and NOT

specifically provided for in the regulations.
H EL."S ENLIST SUPPORT TO DEMAND BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS
IN

BRITISH

OCCUPIED NORTH -EAST IRELilND

HELP US WIN SUPPORT EOR.A THhRTY-TWO COUNTY REPUBLIC]
JOJN THE CONNOLLY ASSOCIATION OP AUSTRALIA
CONNOLLY ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA
GERRYMANDERING

The supreme gerrymander is the Partition of ireland.

Over

70^ of the Irish people are Nationalists and for an Irish Republic
(the remainder are Unionists (Union with Britain) ). Britain
arbitrarily cut Ireland in two, thus giving the minority to veto
the majority,
. ^RRITMNDERING.IN THE-BRITISH CONTROLLED STY PARTTTinwEn
COUNTIES.

^

Besides open force the Unionists rely heavily on gerrymandering
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to maintain their rule.

One example is that of Derry City where there,

are 18,818 Nationalist voters and 10,260 Unionist.

YET, DERRY CITY

HAS 12 UNIONIST COUNCILLORS AND ONLY 8 NATIONALIST.
There are three wards in Derry,

How is it done?

South with a Nationalist majority of 7,831 (11,440 majority on
Imperial Register)

' North with a Unionist Majority of 2,132 (only 1,699 majority on
Imperial Register)
Waterside with a Unionist majority of 1,731 (only 1,485
majority on Imp..Register)

Nationalists are compelled to concentrate their majority in
one big ward with eight seats and waste it there.

The Unionist vote

in that ward is deliberately cut to a minimum and boundaries wind

like a Snake to achieve it.

Result is the Unionists have a majority

of remaining votes which spread thinly over the other two wards - one

with eight seats, the other four, ensures a permanent Unionist
majority,

- Nationalists suffer discrimination in housing and lodgers are
voteless in Mijnicipal Elections,
- Company directors wield six votes - there are 911 such votes

in the two Unionist wards and only 171 in the Nationalist,.,
ward which has twice the electorate,

- People born in the ,26 counties who have not resided in the.

, six counties for seven years are excluded from voting.

This

does not apply to those born in Britain,

- Big Business people irrespective of where they live can vote
on the fact of having business premises in Derry,
- Discrimination against Nationalists in employment compel them
to emigrate, thus keeping the nationalist population to a - j
minimum.

;

-

THIS IS ONLY ONE EXAMPLE

J 0 I iN

T HE

,> ■ .
' ■■ ■

CONNOLLY

ASSOCIATION

0 P

AUSTRALIA.

;
!

The Association claimed to be an independent, non-party, non- .
sectarian prganisatio.n..-.of Irish Australian people and their friends '

in Australia, membership was open to all genuine supporters of the
objectives of the Assosiation without racial, national, religious or
party political distinction on subscription of fl.OO annually.
The..newsletter 'Irish Envoy' was issued briefly for f6\ar issues
in 1965 printed"symbolically on green duplicating paper.
The first executive consisted of all Irish borniand fuhctionod

energetically at the outset and the 'Irish Question' was raised at

A.L,P. Meetings! and Unions, such as the A.R.U. P.E.D.& P,A, Builders.,
Laborers and W.W.P. seeking support,

Difficulties were encoxantered in making contact with the Irish-
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Australian comm'unity to gain sufficient Interested people for member—.
ship, Irish national groups stood aloof and Irish migrants avoided
response to invitations.

Distribution of the English Connolly Association Journal the

'Irish Democrat' encountered opposition from the clergy while the..
'Advocate' press was said to'refuse notices of Association activity
and news.

These embarrassments had an adverse effect and some members

withdrew and the organisation lapsed for a period.
Again in early 1966, members rallied, a new executive was
appointed and a re-appraisal made of the Australian possibilities
leading to modification of the previous constitution which had been

adapted from the English Connolly Association and resulting in the
elimination of the term 'Irish Self - Detemination League' from the
title.

The Association decided to state more precisely the scope of
operatioh's here in the Irish - Australian area and the labour move

ment and to this end defined more positively the role of Connolly's
anti-imperialist studies.

It has stated the similarity of Irelands subjugation under

Britain for centuries and its past and present struggles, with the

plight of the Vietnamese resisting first Prance, then U,S.A; imperialism
and domination.

Support has been given to peace, conscientious objectors
movements, opposition'to the Vietnam war, conscription, and where
necessary some financial assistance given, ■

Educative functions were held in which the 'Irish Questionf
was the theme and endeavours made to bridge the gap in Irish - ' ''
Australian unity,

1967 the .Association revived the Eureka Day Ceremony' and

this will be repeated this, year. and the support of unionists and
other people is being widely canvassed,

centenary of the birth year of Connolly was honoured in

the Unity Hall on 31/5/1968, attended by more than 100 people and with
Eon, A, A, Calwell M.H.R, as Guest -Speaker, This was claimed to be
the first public recognition of .Connolly in Australia,
Each recent May Day the Association has participated in the

procession and on St,Patricks Day, members mstrch with the 'League for
an Undivided Ireland', Each Easter Monday a pilgrimage takes place
at tv«e McSwiney Mon-ument in the Melbourne General Cemetary to
commemorate the 1916 Easter -Rebellion,

The present Executive of 5 officers includes, two foundation

members as President and Treasurer, the former being the first
Secretary,

■ The aims arid objectives of the/Association are said to be
briefly as.follows,:

- : i ^

(1) To propagate the truth on the ..'Irish Question',

<2):—To distribute the writings of the Socialist, James
^

,(S)

Connolly and other democratic Irish Republicans.

^

To support the principle of Self-determination on a
world scale,

(4) To promote culttoral and friendly relations between
Irish and Australian people,

(5) To work for.the advancement of democracy in Australia,
The 'Irish Envoy' of July 19 65 t)ointed- out the great decline
of Colonial area under British rule from some 5 million square miles
before the war to about 1/3 of this today and the people ruled from
some 42.0 million to about 15 million.

The cost of maintaining military power over the widespread

dominion has been a constant thorn to a balanced British budget and
brought dnto sharp relief the con flicting nature of Imperialism the subjugation of national liberation movements in the colonial
possessions and the subjection of the overburdened people on the
other.

Without freedom being granted to others, the British people •
cannot themselves be free, and quoted the verse translated by
Patrick Pearse, . ,

.

'The world has conquered, the wind has scattered like dust

Alexander, Caesar, and all that shared their sway;
Tara is grass, and behold Troy lieth low And even the English,.-perchance their hour will come,'

^This story has been compiled from and in the spirit of the
pamphlets, etc, of the Association itself.
BOOK REVIEW.

'/ r

'THE MAKING OF THE ENGLISH WORKING CLASS'

By E,P, Thompson. Penguin Books, 1969, 958 pp Aust, price $5.05

Do not be put off by the title or the size of tlais gem, .
Prom cover to cover it is a fascinating, himian account of a period . '.

that used to be described as one of the dullest in British-history.
In the days of history written 'from above' (that is, of kings and
aristocracy) this may have been so; even when history was written

'from alongside'^(in terms of machines and■the masses.ih abstractions),
but here is a new level of history - 'from below', . Thd ,author is

not concerned with the aristocracy, nor 'with inventioris and factorylaws, except insofar as they affect the people,

-Not only is it history writ-ten from a new standpoint, that

of the working class; but different toojs tare used. It is becoming
fashionable to dip into documents for history books. Unfortunately^
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the^poor have not left many documents. Too often they were too
Illiterate to be able to write, hence there are no revealing letters.
Some of them went to gaol but prison records do not always disclose
much, and most parliamentary petitions and documents were destroyed

in the fire in Westminster in 1854, There were the Poor Law records,
but little else that historians in the past have turned to. Here is

a new trend, Dr, Thompson quotes from contemporary hymns and a
number of sources that historians in the past have neglected*
The half-century covered (1780-1832) pulsates with inter

twining themes of political, repressions, industrial alienations,
religious stirrings and community ventures, Ernest Thompsen lifts
the lid off the cost-of-living controversy, the work of the London
Corresponding Society, the clandestine Jacobin societies, and
millenarian movements, and the origins of Parliamentary reforms.
And from this period in English history came.the Australian convicts]
■»

•

Beneath it all, and through it all, he reveals the human

beings of that period, and in such a way that many-of the foibles
of conventional school text books will be forgotten as one re—lives
what must be one of the greatest periods of our history, A lot of
old tales are debunked, and a mint of fresh evidence provided.

It had to be a long book - it covers such a deep field - yet

it is not a page too long. This is good history; deeply scholarly,
eminently readalple, imaginative and warm.

The period it covers is
Read it '

made to spring alive, and its history becomes attractive.
well,

.

.

■

A, P. LLOYD.

THE SOCIALIST IHTERNATIOMAL by C,S, Wyndnam.

Part 131,

Differences of opinion as to the tactics, idealogies and the

personalities chequered the whole period of the Inte rnational's

existence. Meetings were held in London (1865); Geneva ■(1*866 );
Brussels (1868); Basle (1869); London (1871) and The Hague (1872),

Theoretically a Congress was held in Geneva in 1873, convened by the

General Council from New York but no member of the Councfl attended.

The Gqneral Council continued to function well into 1874 but soon
languished and was formally abolished at a Special Convention in
Philadelphia in 1876,

Australia played a small part in the International, The
Victorian Democratic Association affiliated to the International

on June 18th, 1872, and was represented, at the Nottingham Congress
of the British section of the International by a W,E, Harcourt.
There was nevertheless a growing international consciousness inside*

the Australian Labor Movement, In 1873, exiled Paris Communards,

were feted by Sydney workers at a banquet in the Town Hall,
THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL. 1889-1914.

•

The years between the demise of the First International and
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the birth of the Second, witnessed the formation of the great
Democratic Socialist Parties as they are known today. The extension , ;■

of the franchise in many countries, widened the opportunity for

working class organisations, and the small groups that formed the
nucleus of the First International, developed into mass political
parties. True the pattern differed from one country to another

but all became 'a force to be reckoned with and, at first, repressive

measures were taken by their opponents to suppress them and imprison
their leaders*.

By 1875 the German Social Democratic Party under the

leadership of August Bebel and Karl Liebknecht, was a serious
political force. Belgium had an effective Party by 1885 and Austria

and Switzerland by 1886, Prance was slower than the other countries,
although a Marxist Socialist Party existed from 1879. A breakaway

group (the. Possibilists) formied the Federation des Travailleurs

Socialists des France in 188a, and several other distinct Socialist
bodies flourished, Italy and Spain were in a similar position.
In Britain, H.M. Hyndman founded the Social Democratic

Federation 1881; William Morris, together with Marx's daughter,
founded the Socialist League in 1884. The Fabian Society was
founded in 1883 and in 1888 James Keir Hardie started the Scottish
Labour Party.

• As these various groups developed so the idea of an

international organization was again fostered.

There were, however,

two serious obstacles to be overcome before the idea could become

a reality. First, was the outright hostility of ruling governments
to any form of international contact between the working class
organizations and this opposition gave rise to laws aimed at banning
international associations. Secondly, the violent clash between
the Marxists, and the-Anarchists led by Micheal Bakunin, which" had
assisted in the demise of the First xnternational, was still a
fundamental division in many countries.

An Anarchist section of

the old International continued to meet lontil 1877 and the last

meeting of Bakunin's own followers was held in 1880.

In 1881 some of the Anarchists, including Kropotkin,
formed.The Alliance Internationale Guvriere (the 'Black International')
which had branches in France, Italy and the United States of America,
The Marxist element of the International was also exploring
the possibility of a new grouping. Foremost amongst these was Cesar

de Paepe, a Belgian Socialist and a veteran of the First International,
who had made several abortive attempts to heal the breach between

the two violently opposed factions.

However, Socialist newspapers

encouraged an exchange of correspondence between the respective
parties. Throughout the entire period of the interregnvim there was

a continua.1 agitation for the reforming of t he International, and

the demand grew in strength following the death of Marx. Karl
Liebknecht, through his responsibility for the international

relations of the German Social Democratic Party, was very much
aware of the demand and became convinced oft he necessity for a
formal reconstruction of international links. The first positive

•
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step was taken at the S.P.D, Congress In St-, Gallen in 1887, when
it was resolved to take the initiative and make the necessary
preparations for a conference of socialist parties.

A month before, the British Trade Union Congress had voted
in favoior of an international congress to urge claims for an eight "
hour day. The French Poffsibilists were also seeking international
contacts and had made overtures to the British Unions,

In November the Parliamentary Committee of the T.U.C,
convened a meeting in London which was attended by French and
Belgian representatives, and provided Keir Hardie with his first
international contacts. Although the Germans did not attend they
published..a circular explaining their absence and declaring general
support;

From the meeting came the decision to convene a full scale

International the following year,
1889 was the centenary year of the French Revolution and
Paris was holding a commemorative exhibition. Thus it was nattu?al
for Paris to be chosen as the centre for the birth of the Second

International. However, competition developed between the Germans'
and the French as to the convention of t he congress, and, but for the.

influence of the Swiss and the Belgians on

the latter, a rival

congress would have eventuated. As it was, two Congresses were
opened on the 14th July, 1889, in Paris, one sponsored by the

Marxists and the other by the Possibilists,

(Incidentally, it is

recorded that there were no less than 69 International Congresses
taking place in Paris at this time.

Also of interest is the small

Congress of Printers attended by some 17 delegates which was the
beginning of the loose links between trade ■unions to develop in"

later years into the powerful International groupings of today);

Rivalry between the Congresses was intense, but the profclem
of unification dominated the preliminary discussions of both.
The Marxist Congress could claim to be the founding Congress of

the new International (Second) being attended by 400 delegates from
20 countries, as far afield as the United States.

The French

delegation was the largest with 221 and the Germans next with 81,

Other parties present included the Austrians, the Swiss, the
Belgians, the Swedes, the Dutch, the British, the Poles and the
Bohejnians,

Among the delegates were all the great names of

Socialismt. Edouard Vaillant and Guesde of France; Liebnecht (joint
President), Bebel, Bernstein and Clara Zetkin (who as a communist
and the oldest member of the Reichstag was to preside over the
last freely elected German Parliament in September, 1932:); William
Morris, Keir Hardie and C-unningham-Grahame of Great Britain;
Victor Adler of Austria and Plekhanov of Russia,

Three members of the Marx family were also delegates -

his daughter, Eleanor Marx-Aveling, Paul Lafargue and Charles Longuet,
One decision of the Congress was to declare May 1st of each
year as the day upon which all working-class organisations'should
show their strength and solidarity by way of demonstration.
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The faat that: such, a: Cpjagress had taken place was important
in itself. The - fbmative. days :we.re ta.ken::up, as were the years of
the First International,, with'prolonged■and bitter discussions on
tactics, methods and organisation.

Anarchist activity was still

growing, arid several of the Socialist, Parties were |'orced to expel
them from the.lr ranksi

Some of the Parties were divided between

revolution,' of the Marxist variety, and evolution.

Others concentrated

purely on political action, suth as the Germans, while others were"
concerned with only trade union activity, such as the British,

Liebnecht observed on one occasion.-

1

'The .working class movement with, purely trade \inion
. orgariisatibn cannot reach its gaol,

A working class

■

:movement rilth purely political organisation cannot

^

■

' reach -Its gaol. The two forms of organisation are India-'•
pensable to each other',
ri
The--Second Congreas was held in Brussels in 1891 and was an

attempt '-tO;'hieal the breach between the two opposing Congresses of
1889 and Anahchist delegates were present.

There was a temporary—; j L

approachment but the Anarchists returned to attack the moderates and"A
.
anti-violence groups at the next Congress in Ziirich in 1893,'"
.cir

After a lengthy discussion twenty Anarchist delegates were ;

excluded from the Third Congress, including a 2.0 year old girl,
Rosa Luxembiirg, "Among the delegates, approved by the Congress, was
one from Australia but there is no detailed information as to his
name or the group he represented.

At the next Congress in London in 1896, the question oif
Anarchist* representation was finally disposed of by their complete
rejection. Delegates to this meeting included Mr, & Mrs, Sydney
Webb, George Lahsbury, and George Bernard Shaw,
Pour years passed before the next Congress was held in

Paris, Jaure's led one French group and Millerand the other, Eraille
Vandervel.d Idd the Belgian delegates, while Karl Kautsky was emong
the Germans, Discussion centred on the ;question of Reformism, but
the significant decision was that of establishing a Secretariat
with offices in Brussels, The next Congress was held,in Amsterdam
in 1904 when there was a lengthy and acrimonious discussion
between the French and the Germans, again on the question of tactics.
One direct result of this Congress was the fusion of the,two French
groups which had split after the previous Congress, 1907 saw the
Congress meeting in Stuttgart and for the first time the British

Labour Party was formally present .and .ga.ined representation on the

Bureau, Robert Blatchford and Ramsay MacDqnaid were among the
British delegates, Lenin also attended the Stuttgart Congress,

War clouds were at this date gathering, but many delegatesto the Congress expressed the belief th^t •the"might of the organised
working people would be sufficient to break through national
barriers and prevent any armed hostility, . The 1,905 Russian
Revolution also revived the interminable di-s,cus sion on tactics.

t

j
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1910 saw the next Congress In Copenhagen, when discussion
once more centred around the question of direct action to prevent

war, A Special, Committee was appointed- to formulate the means by'
which the various parties would- coordinate action to stop hostilities.

But" tension also became noticeable between national groups, with
suspicions becoming more pronounced as external international
tensions grew,

•With the outbreak of the first Balkan War in 1912, Camilla
Huysmans (later to be known as the 'grand old man of international

socialism') as Secretary of the Bureau successfully urged the
Convention of a Special Congress which finally met in Basle, It
was attended by 555 delegates from 23 parties, including all the
international leaders of that time, among them Keir Hardie, Adler,
Kautsky, Javires, Bebel and Clara Ze-tkin,

With the crisis of the July days of 1914 a hastily summoned

meeting of the Bureau was held in Brussels on July 29th. Among
those present was Angelica Balbanoff, a Russian, who had won a

leading position in the Italian Socialist movement where she was then

closely associated with Benito Mussolini, against whom she was later

to wage a bitter fight when he be-came the Fascist Dictator of Italy.
Angelica Balbanoff died quite recently at the ripe age of 95,
Lenin did not attend this meeting, but Trotsky was in Brussels
discussing the possibility of unifying the various Russian Socialist

Parties, It is not known, however, whether he actually attended the
meeting. Arrangements were made to convene the full Congress in
Paris on 9th August - it would have been the occasion of the 50th

Anniversary of the First International and the- 25th Anniversary of
the FoTindation of the Second International.

Two days later Jaures was assassinated in a Paris cafe. As
tensions grew efforts were made to bring the two Socialist Parties
mainly concerned - France and Germany - together. The Germans sent

Herman Muller to consult in Brussels with Huysmans, and they both
druye to Paris where lengthy talks were held with-the French leaders,
^debating
V,
time
the German
S.P.D,
in almost
con stantultimately
session
their
attitude
towards
thewas
proposed
war credits,
decidln g, with fourteen against, to support them, as the French
• •
Party had similarly decided the previous day.
Second International collapsed. All the grand and
high hopes of international solidarity were dashed. National

emities, national sentiments and- national prejudices sx<ramped the

Idea of the brotherhood of man. Nevertheless, the myth of

international solidarity was kept alive by a few. The Burea* shifted
its headquarters from Brussels to The Hague, and -the neutrals,
Switzerland and Scandinavia, tried unsuccessfully to bring the
warring groups together,
THE PERIOD OF TRANSITION'"

Effe-ctive International activity virtually ceased during the

contlnnpd'fo^®
never
although Huysmans, As Secretary,
continued to be Bureau
as active
as met,
possible.
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The first war-time attempt to bring the Socialists togetheir

was initiated by the Italians, who, together with the Swiss, ,
organised an aboijtive Conference at Lugano, in September, 1914, A
'■
demand came from the Conference for an immediate meeting of the Bureau,
but it found no response.

At about the same time, the American Socialist Party issued
an invitation to all Parties to attend a Congress in Washington, bi*t
this too failed.

In January, 1915, the Socialist Parties of Holland, Sweden
and Denmark held a joint conference at Copenhagen which was concerned
more with preparing peace terms acceptable to all Socialist Parties
rather than reviving the International,
,
^

The Italians again took action in May, 1915, and in cooperation
with the Swiss convened a Conference of uncommitted and anti-war
Socialist groups. This initiative resulted in the Zimmerwald

Conference in September, 1915, attended by 42 delegates from groups

in Italy, Switzerland, Holland, Sweden, Norway, Russia, Poland,
Rumania, Bulgaria and of the Jewish B\md, Unofficial representatives
attended from Germany and Prance, and although the Independent Labour

Party and the British Socialist Party appointed delegates, they were
refused passports,

..

Lenin represented one of the three Russian' Parties at the

Congress and headed that section which sought to use the war to spark
off a world-wide revolution. However, this attitude was rejected
by a majority of delegates who desired to recall the leaders of the
Second International to their senses. The Conference established

a committee of five to cooperate with the International Bureau in its
efforts to secure peace.

A year later a fxu'ther Conference was held in Kienthal, with
representation very much as that at the 1915 Conference,

Betwee n these Conferenqes other groups had .met, .biit with ■
equally little success. The Socialist Parties of tlie Allied Powers Prance, Belgium, Great Britain and the Russian Social Revolutionists^ -

met in Pebruary 1915, while those of the Central Pewers - Germany,
Austria and Hungary - met in Vienna in April 1915, Both meetings.'
declared in favour of international socialist cooperation but neither
made any move tp effect a reconciliation.
Meanwhile the various women's groups on the initiative of

Clara Zetkin took a hand. She succeeded in assembling in Geneva in
Pebruary 1915, delegates of parties.from both blocs of belligerent
countries and alsp from the neutrals,

'
To be continued.
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